FINDING YOUR VOICE AS A PARENT ZOOM WEBINAR

Discovering Social-Emotional Learning
How parents can facilitate a healthy social emotional experience for their child

Date: Tuesday January 9th 2024 7:00 p.m.
Zoom Registration: https://bit.ly/3RA47520

With Co-Hosts:
Attorney Lawrence Berliner, Connecticut Special Education Law
Jane Faherty, Director of JumpStart, Stamford JCC & Special Education Advocate

Guest Speakers:
Caryl Frankenberger, Educational Consultant, Frankenberger Associates
Erica Hocking, Director of Social Learning, Frankenberger Associates

How tonight’s discussion can help you take ownership of your child’s social-emotional well being
The focus of the discussion will explore social-emotional learning – how to help students develop skills and strategies to support their abilities to form and navigate successful relationships. Children who experience challenges with their interpersonal relationships can learn strategies to achieve greater social success.

Building social and emotional skills can help your child develop:

• Stronger social communication
• Perspective taking
• Make and sustain friendships
• Problem solving
• Decision making
• Face to face exchanges
• Engage in social activities

For more information, please contact Rachel Berliner rachel@berlinerspecialedlaw.com
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT FUTURE EVENTS, please visit: www.berlinerspecialedlaw.com or www.stamfordjcc.org Facebook: @berlinerspecialedlaw or @stamford.jcc